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PAPER FORMAT INSTRUCTION FOR RESEARCH PAPER

Researchers are advised to follow the following instruction before formatting a research document to submit on IJESRR. Please read the following instruction carefully and follow them for your papers.

1. All fonts name must be Times New Roman.
2. Font size of the abstract and Index Term (Keyword) must be 9 with bold.
3. All Main Heading must be in CAPITAL LETTER with before line space 12, and after line space 4, and Line Spacing must be single. For this right, select the matter which not contain image or table, and go to paragraph and maintain as per norms.
4. All Sub Heading must be in Sentence Case with italic that contain before line space 6, and after line space 3, and Line Spacing must be single. For this right, select the matter which not contain image or table, and go to paragraph and maintain as per norms.

Example:

1. MAIN HEADIND
   A. First Sub Heading

5. All the theoretical part of the main heading or sub heading must be font size 10 with line spacing Multiple at 1.05 with before and after line spacing at 0. For this right, select the matter which not contain image or table, and go to paragraph and maintain as per norms.
6. Page size must be in double column as given in template
   - Result Analysis (Chapter-5)
   - Conclusion & Future Work (Chapter-6)
   - References
7. Reference must be font size 8, with single line Spacing and special hanging by 0.25.

For Example:

REFERENCES